Lipid Peroxidation System in Women and their Newborns after Consuming Small Amounts of Alcohol during Pregnancy
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Mini Review

It is common knowledge that a fetus is exposed to the decay products of alcohol in the mother-fetus blood circulation system and this exposure disorganizes the entire metabolism system. It enhances the action of other harmful factors on the fetus, including provoking the development of hereditary diseases. Alcohol abuse during pregnancy is dangerous not only for mother but also for fetus. The period of organogenesis in embryonic development is critical in terms of the long-term effects of alcohol exposure. One of the reasons of alcohol teratogenic effect is its rapid penetration through the placenta and blood-brain barrier. Because of that, alcohol can cause more serious effects than many other substances, including maternal smoking and illicit drug use [1-5]. As shown in numerous studies, even in small doses of ethanol and its metabolites, especially acetaldehyde, lead to congenital malformations of the child, directly or indirectly through disruption of maternal biochemical mechanisms, and result sometime in fetal alcohol syndrome [6,7].

In our study, a beverage-specific approach was used to determine standardized alcohol content and volume of alcohol consumption. Participants were provided with a card that showed pictures of alcoholic beverages and containers that are common in Russia, and were asked about the type of beverage, type of container, and number of containers consumed during each month of pregnancy. This information was transformed into ethanol volume. The total amounts of alcohol consumed during the pregnancy first half (1-20 weeks of gestation) and the second half (21-40 weeks) calculated for each participant and utilized in data analysis. For reporting clarity, these data were then transformed to U.S. standard drink units (i.e., 14 grams of pure alcohol) [6]. Women were categorized as having very low alcohol consumption (n=75, Group 2) if during this period they drank less than 3,85 U.S. standard drink units of beer, dry wine, or champagne, and categorized as having low alcohol consumption (n=33, Group 3) if they consumed 3,85 and up to 19 U.S. standard drink units of beer, dry wine, or champagne. The control group was women who did not consumed alcohol during pregnancy (Group 1). This study followed the ethical principles requirements of the Helsinki Declaration of the World Medical Association. All participants provided informed consent for their and their infants’ participation in the study.

Our findings indicate that even a small amount of alcohol consumed during pregnancy can cause serious metabolic changes in mothers. In particular, alcohol exposure leads to an imbalance of redox exchange and dysfunction of the “lipid peroxidation-antioxidant defense” (LPO-AOD) system. The concentrations of thiobarbituric acid reactants (TBAR) 60.4% higher in the very low and low drinking groups than in the control group of non-drinkers. The increase of TBARs indicates the decline of antioxidant defence that can be described as the development of oxidative stress [8].

Retinol concentration decreased in both drinking groups compared with the control group. This reduction may result in a corresponding reduction in the antioxidant effect of retinol. The role of retinol as a prohormone may also be affected by oxidation, prompting its development into retinoic acid, a true hormone, that is involved in regulation of gene expression [9,10]. Further, retinoic acid has morphogenetic action, and its deficiency can lead to fetal malformations.
Superoxide dismutase activity was significantly lower in very low drinkers than in non-drinkers. Because of the high content of the enzyme in the red blood cell even a small reduction in super oxide dismutase (SOD) activity is an important signal of the metabolic shift in the direction of prevailing pro-oxidant processes [9]. Women who drank very low amounts of alcohol had lower GSH (reduced glutathione) and GR (glutathione reductase activity) values, and higher oxidized glutathione (GSSG) and glutathione-S-transferase activity (GST) levels, compared to those who drank no alcohol. The reduced form of glutathione participates in the neutralization of oxidants and in the transport of substances across membranes, and has an antitoxic effect. The decreased GSH and GR levels in women who consumed alcoholic beverages had a negative effect on women’s health. Reduced activity of GR in women who consumed even very low doses of alcohol, in turn, indicates the protective function of the enzyme, conversion of oxidized glutathione to reduced glutathione.

Infants prenatally exposed to small and moderate amounts of alcohol had higher rates of pathological conditions, smaller heights and weights, larger fontanelles, and smaller head circumferences at birth and 6 and 12 months of age, as well as delayed psychomotor development compared with those who did not exposed to alcohol and it metabolites during pregnancy. The LPO-AOD system changes in newborns were like those occurred in infants of Group 2, has an imbalance of redox exchange and dysfunction of the LPO-AOD system. The LPO-AOD system assessments in women who consumed very low amounts of alcohol during pregnancy revealed signs of increased oxidative stress. Thus, we suggest that this can cause serious metabolic changes in the newborn baby, leading to an imbalance of redox exchange and dysfunction of the LPO-AOD system.

Dysfunction of the LPO-AOD system and development of oxidative stress can have negative effects on infant growth, health, and development. It is a strong message to specialists in the medical and social care to prevent any amount of alcohol consumption in pregnant women.
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